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Balance begins here.
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Driven by the belief that all women have the capacity to create extraordinary lives, 
communities, businesses, and organizations, Jami Young is on a mission to make 
women’s leadership development and training more accessible across the globe. 

In her work as a writer, speaker, coach and consultant, Jami guides entrepreneurs, 
executives, and change-makers to boldly step into their desires, embrace their 
authenticity, and fiercely redefine success on their own terms. Through her online 
platform and live events, Jami calls women to rise into greater leadership by 
claiming their personal power, activating their organic brilliance, and unleashing the 
wisdom of their voices. 

Jami is the creator of Rise by Design, Free to Be Seen, Soul Stretch, and The Feminine 
LeaderShift – innovative and inspiring learning experiences for emerging and expanding 
women leaders. She is an award-winning community-builder and her work on leadership, business, and personal 
growth have been featured across a variety of media outlets. 

 In 2015, in addition to being nominated for a YWCA Women of Distinction award, Jami was recognized as one of CBC’s 
Future 40 and was also the recipient of the Athena Young Professional Leadership Award. Most recently, she received 
an AFP Honoured Supporter award for her work with Creative Kids Saskatoon over the past five years. Currently, Jami is 
a board member of the Core Neighbourhood Youth Co-op, the fundraising co-chair for Business and Professional 
Women of Saskatoon, and a Fairy Godmother with The Princess Shop. 

Jami and her husband Troy currently live in Saskatoon with their two children, Ty and Jorja. They are a humble bunch 
and occasionally refer to themselves as Team Spectacular.

Jami Young

Coach, Facilitator & Strategist for Leaders + Teams, personal development junkie, 
sunset chaser, dill pickle connoisseur, traveler, tea drinker.  

Larae Pierson is a Coach, Facilitator, and Strategist who helps leaders and their 
teams reach their greater potential by building amazing cultures where strengths 
are tapped into, and the art of powerful communication becomes a mastery. Often 
described as an energizer, Larae is a creative action driver and believes her life 
purpose is to empower others to shine. This has been prevalent in her roles as Game 
Day Manager for a university hockey team, as Sales Manager launching a cosmetic 
company with 20 women representatives, being the voice of 30+ companies through her own 
communications business, and working as a business coach helping to launch and expand 100+ businesses. 

Larae Pierson, B. Mgt, ACC 

The Feminine LeaderShift: Essence. Expansion. Evolution, JamiYoung.com

https://www.facebook.com/laraepierson/?pnref=lhc
https://www.jamiyoung.com/
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Vickie Newmeyer joined the Community Futures Meridian Region as the General 
Manager with intentions to stay for 3 years; now 25 years later she is still as excited to 
go to her job each day as she was way back then. Vickie’s passion is in helping others 
live their dreams through entrepreneurship and points to being a ’women in business ‘ 
herself as one of the greatest attributes she can offer clients; simply the experience of 
going through the process of business development, operations and management from 
start-up to selling.      

Vickie Newmeyer

Jennifer's mission is to help heart-centred clients share their expertise through 
compassion based marketing and event solutions. She strives to provide a service 
that is tailored to holistic businesses to ensure they have the time and energy for 
what matters most: client connection, business goals, spiritual practice, physical 
activity, family, friends and more. 

With over 10 years of experience in marketing, communications, and events, Jennifer 
has worked in diverse industries including advertising, not for profits, hospitality, sporting 
events and home building. 

Jennifer is currently completing her Bachelor of Professional Arts: Communications Major Degree. She graduated with 
Distinction from the Art Institute of Vancouver in Event Management and from MacEwan University in Office 
Administration.

Jennifer Bews

General Manager, Community Futures Meridian Region

Events + Marketing Strategist

Pam has worked with the Canadian Mental Health Association (CMHA) for 17 years. 
17 years ago she was looking for a change from Business Administration and CMHA 
Kindersley Branch was looking for a Branch Coordinator. She wanted to get away 
from the desk and has always been interested in hearing people’s stories and sharing 
her own experiences. The idea that she could advocate, help people and be a positive 
force for change and improvement motivated her. Pam learned all she could about 
Mental Health and has a diploma in Mental Health Technician and Cognitive Behavioral 
Therapy.

Pam Welter
CMHA Kindersley Branch, Mental Health Worker/CBT Therapy DP.

https://cfsask.ca/meridian
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Michele is a Yogi-Preneur who discovered her love for hot yoga 5 years ago; it 
quenched her soul and she dove into her passion opening a studio in our 
community. 

She grew up in Kindersley managing to move away for 7 years only to return with 
her young boys giving them the same opportunity to grow up in a small town. 

Michele was a dancer growing up always holding a passion for body movement. 
Pairing this with an entrepreneurial background, starting her own studio felt natural.   

Michele believes in community & collaboration. 
Expanding from the first studio, she embarked on yet another journey to evolve her passion further and extend the 
opportunity to other instructors to share their passion as well. 

Michele is married and focuses her life around the studio & her family. 
She is grateful this lifestyle makes it possible to keep a flexible schedule while doing what she loves.

Michélè Heath

Siobhan O'Sullivan is a licensed Heal your Life® Leader and Life Coach, Healing 
Touch® Practitioner, Master Reflexologist, Acupressurist Yin Yoga Teacher and 
Chopra Center Certified® Meditation Teacher. She has studied at leading 
organizations throughout Canada and the US, where she has also had the unique 
opportunity to train directly with Dr. Deepak Chopra and Louise Hay. 

Her purpose in life is to help people heal themselves from the inside out and live 
happier, healthier, more balanced lives.

Siobhan O'Sullivan

Yogi-preneur, thehotroom

Ananda Center for Wellness

Get session and ticket information for the 
Women in Business conference here.

http://www.thehotroom.ca/
http://www.anandawellness.ca/
https://cfsask.ca/meridian/meridian-events/business-management/521-women-in-business-conference

